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Direct Freight Solutions for more than a decade and with its high capability, wide network, professional experts, customer oriented approach, and distinctive reputation in the transportation industry, has become a leading provider of customer driven freight services in the region.

Direct Freight Solutions was established in 2004 in Jordan to provide customized turnkey import and export services by land, sea and air. We also provide brokerage service and warehousing/distribution.

We work as an extension of our customer’s business team, ensuring peace of mind shipments arrive as expected.

Our in-depth market knowledge and relationships across the shipping industry are enabling us to identify our customers’ needs and fit it, and arrange safe procedures to get the work done the best method.
Global Network

Direct Freight Solutions ensures a consistent customer experience around the globe, with a network that comprises an extensive list of offices throughout the world, and local employees in every market to provide you with coverage and representation by dealing efficiently with transport complexities, and communicating directly with shippers and consignees in their own languages and time zones.

Our Standards

We have built our company on high standards of honesty and integrity and we drive these values throughout our business. These are core principles to our success and shape our daily interactions.

Our Vision

Is to establish ourselves as the best logistics service provider in the region by garnering the respect of our partners and customers, and developing successful and satisfied customers by focusing on our approach of solving our customers’ logistics processes and freight management needs professionally and efficiently.

Our Mission

To provide our customers an entire range of forwarding and logistics services through our global network spread all over the world, and to present a full range of flexible, reliable and cost effective solutions.
Our Services

Ship Brokering & Heavy Lift Chartering

Heavy Lift Chartering

Direct Freight Solutions has high capabilities of chartering vessels of any required size for any project, from massive generators, heavyweight components and transportation, to processing equipment and entire factories, we transport it all across the globe. Our in-depth market knowledge and relationships across the shipping industry are enabling us to identify and charter the vessel space to fit your needs and arrange safe loading, securing and unloading of the cargo.
Direct Freight Solutions also offers all services required for any heavy-lift related operations, such as:

- **Liner Shipping Services**, where the service of transporting goods by means of high-capacity, ocean-going ships that transit regular routes on fixed schedules.

- **Tramp Shipping Services**, where a boat or ship engaged in the tramp trade is one which does not have a fixed schedule or published ports of call.

As opposed to Liner Shipping Services, tramp ships trade on the spot market with no fixed schedule or itinerary/ports-of-call(s).

Direct Freight Solutions offers tramp services on voyage charter basis and also on full charter basis (incl. Contract of Affreightment “COA”) and time charter.
Roll-on/roll-off (RORO or ro-ro) ships are vessels designed to carry wheeled cargo, such as cars, trucks, semi-trailer trucks, trailers, and railroad cars, that are driven on and off the ship on their own wheels or using a platform vehicle, such as a self-propelled modular transporter.

Direct Freight Solutions can provide you with RORO services for:

- All types of units on wheels, cars, lorries, trailers attached or not, and public work machinery. All our RORO vessels are provided with refrigerated units on wheels.
- All types of packaging, containers, drums, boxes, pallets, as well as non-packed goods.
» **Project Logistics**

» **Barging Operation**

A barge is a flat-bottomed boat, built mainly for river and canal transport of heavy goods. Some barges are not self-propelled and need to be towed or pushed by towboats.

**Direct Freight Solutions** provides barging operations services using sophisticated equipment. Our equipment has the capability to take cement trucks, lumber trucks full of material, dump trucks fully loaded and just about anything else you can think of. The size of the barge allows for the machinery to be on deck while we dredge and still bring a considerable amount of material to shore for removal.

All loading methods are undertaken based on risk calculated measures using scenario-based situations including suitable sea-fastening design and calculation to withstand wind forces, rolling, pitching, heaving, yawing, swaying and surging effect.
Heavy Transportation

With diverse range of equipment available, Direct Freight Solutions can provide a cost-effective and safe approach for the transport of heavy and oversized objects.

Direct Freight Solutions transports heavy equipment, machinery, modules, compressors, supplies and materials for the construction and mining and oil & gas industries.

Our modern transport equipment is sophisticated in range and capacity, encompassing everything from conventional trailers and barges to skidding systems and self-propelled modular transporter (SPMT).

Furthermore, our equipment is subject to stringent maintenance programs that uphold the highest standards of reliability and safety.
Crane and Heavy lifting Arrangement

**Direct Freight Solutions** provides lifting solutions for site operations across all industries including construction, oil & gas, and shipping. We design lifting arrangements and review lifting operation procedures.

**Direct Freight Solutions** provides full turnkey lifting solutions operating a modern equipment, and focusing on safety as a priority of everything we do, and we take serious understanding of the different types and range of cranes and their capable operatives in performing lifting operations.

Our expert professionals with years of experience are dedicated to providing you with the safest and most cost effective way to lift and place the most delicate piece you build or manufacture, and will give you safe and reliable service each and every time they are on your site.
Direct Freight Solutions with many experience years of machine moving and full site locations for original equipment manufacturers and end-users in a range of industries, offers a full, turn-key plant relocation services, to simplify the often complex process of relocation, Our services are focused to make your equipment moves seamless and painless.

We understand the need for safety, flexibility, complete care and client partnerships when completing successful machinery moves.

We understand that relocating a factory or removing machinery can be a major concern for any business, and we are fully qualified to implement any project that involves moving heavy equipment, regardless of whether it’s an entire factory to be moved or a single machine that needs relocation.
**Warehousing Services**

**Stuffing and Unstuffing**

Stuffing is a process in which cargo is loaded into an empty container which is then sealed (often in the presence of customs), and transported to the carrier for loading onboard a ship.

Unstuffing is a term known and used widely within the logistic community for the unloading of cartons containing goods from a packed container.

**Direct Freight Solutions** offers stuffing and unstuffing cargoes into and from containers of any type. We demonstrate a systematic approach in all stuffing and unstuffing of goods for all our clients to reduce the risk of damage to goods and improved delivery time. With our experienced stuffing and unstuffing team, we are able to provide a hassle-free logistical solution for your cargo.
» Packing & Moving

Our professional, careful movers and packers are expertly trained to pack items of any quantity, value, or fragility, and to customize the service to meet the needs of any move, large or small.

Professional packing services from Direct Freight Solutions will ensure that your items packed efficiently and transported safely.

Direct Freight Solutions also offers multiple packaging and removal solutions from timber based crates, casing, pallets made of plywood and heat treated wood to bubble and vacuum packing for industrial equipment including Made to Measure (MTM) packaging solutions, fumigated packing and insulation covers.
Direct Freight Solutions offers secure warehousing facilities with full range of related services, such as FTZ Warehousing, Bonded Warehousing, General Warehousing, and Contract Logistics.

Our warehousing facilities can accommodate a wide range of containerized and general cargo ranging from raw material to finished goods.
Direct Freight Solutions offers a complete range of sea freight services worldwide, with options ranging from smaller consolidated LCL (Less than Container Load) cargo to large FCL (Full Container Load) cargo, also we handle all kinds of special containers, such as Open Top Container, Flat Rack Container, Reefer Container, Hanging Garment Container and Tank Container.

We facilitate prompt reliable deliveries for all general, containerized, over-dimensional and bulk cargoes worldwide.

Direct Freight Solutions also provides a total service covering not only your sea freight movement of your cargo, but also covers all other related services, such as customs clearance and tariff classification.
Air Freight / Charter

Direct Freight Solutions provides air charters and global air charter services with virtually no size or weight limitations, ideal for those extra large, time-critical cargo shipments that simply must arrive on time.

Time critical, outsize, hazardous - however substantial or complex the freight you need to ship, and whenever you need it to be, you can Count on Direct Freight Solutions.

We're experienced and equipped to provide tailor-made air charter solutions so that your most urgent air freight arrives when required. We'll assist in determining the best charter solution for your air freight shipment needs and research carrier availability and negotiate the best charter price for your budget.
Land Freight

Direct Freight Solutions understands that the global transportation by road is the most essential chain of transport network components, we pay great attention to the development of new areas.

As a result, we offer our clients with our land freight services with cost effective, reliable, competitive and professional service quickly and efficiently for both import and export shipments as follows:

- Gulf area – Jordan
- UAE – Jordan (FTL-LTL)
- Turkey – Jordan (FTL)
- Jordan – Iraq (FTL)
- Jordan – Lebanon (FTL)
- Lebanon – Jordan (FTL)
Marine Insurance & Surveyor

Direct Freight Solutions offers marine loss adjusting and damage appraisers to insurance companies, adjusters, brokers and agents.

We also offer marine warranty surveyor, which meet the requirements to obtain insurance, cargo insurance, lashing surveyor, cargo surveyor, measurement surveyor, marine surveyor (sea fastening design and calculation, lifting plan, etc.)
**Special Services**

**Pharmaceutical Shipping and Logistics**

Direct Freight Solutions provides Freight Forwarding and Logistics services for the healthcare sector that are designed to manage the global physical movement and visibility requirements across large and complex global supply chains. We provide both standard and specialist transportation solutions, including where a temperature controlled environment is required. Warehouse management systems ensure a dust free and temperature controlled environment is maintained for pick and pack and general inventory management.

Express Shipments and Time Critical Movements are precisely managed and controlled for sensitive and urgent consignments. This may include expedited customs solutions, hand carry services and small parcel services involving detailed planning.

Where products are larger and require specialist handling services, Direct Freight Solutions deploys specially trained driver crews to place products at their final location and remove all packaging material from site. The high value of products and equipment within this sector demands zero tolerance of damage and loss and our KPI agreements with customers are rigorously maintained and consistently improved. Carrier management and space reliability are closely managed to ensure reliable uplift for both Air and Sea Freight movements.
Dangerous Goods Shipping and Logistics

The transport of dangerous goods is subject to very strict rules and procedures. **Direct Freight Solutions** has extensive experience in all kind of chemicals ranging from class 1 to class 9 transport of dangerous goods such as: Explosives, Radioactive Material, Toxic substances, etc.

Rules on the transport of dangerous goods are subject to continuous change. At **Direct Freight Solutions** we offer well trained specialists in the field of transport of hazardous materials. With their up-to-date knowledge we ensure a smooth handling of your hazardous materials transportation, we also arrange the repacking of chemicals in order to fulfill the requirements stated in the IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations for airfreight and the IMO International Maritime Organization Regulations.
Perishable Goods Shipping and Logistics

Transporting fresh products around the world is a highly specialized task. The integrity and temperature-sensitive of perishable products must be ensured by experienced professionals. Direct Freight Solutions has earned a reputation as an experienced and professional worldwide perishable goods forwarders.

Our team have the know-how and the resources to give you greater flexibility, certainty and creativity when it comes to perishable logistics. Whether it’s live, chilled or frozen, talk to us for a fresh approach to your perishable freight.

- Experienced and knowledgeable staff ready to advise you.
- Guidance on packing for peak freshness and quality.
- Temperature controlled handling and storage facilities.
- 24 hour, 7 day service with key personnel always available.
- Permanent space allocations with premium carriers.
- Access to airspace during peak periods.
- Innovative new routing for increased market penetration.
- State-of-the-art consignment tracking and tracing system.
Contact Information

Direct Freight Solutions

Headquarter - (Amman - Jordan)

Tel: +962-6-5562484
Fax: +962-6-5562474

Address: Khaznadar Complex
Al Madina Al Munwara Street.
P.O Box: 961140, AMMAN 11196

Email: info@freight-direct.com
Website: www.freight-direct.com